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1

Setting the scene

This technical report has been prepared by the UAB in the framework of the ESPON
M4D project. It is an update of a former technical report entitled “Disaggregation of
socioeconomic data into a regular grid: Results of the methodology testing phase” and
it gathers all the technical and methodological aspects of the work carried out by the
UAB in order to develop a method and tools to integrate and analyse heterogeneous
datasets to benefit the ESPON Programme, in particular, and territorial and spatial
assessment, in general.
The challenge of integrating data which are thematically, spatially and/or temporary
heterogeneous was already faced in the former ESPON Programme. The
harmonization of datasets in a fixed spatial division (NUTS3) solution, which was
chosen by many ESPON 2006 projects, presented some doubts and not always
convincing results. Another strategy for data integration was needed.
The Modifiable Areas Unit Problem (MAUP) study (Grasland et al, 2006) already
highlighted the integration of heterogeneous databases as one of the most promising
application of gridding methods for ESPON. Two potential fields of applications were
pointed out: time harmonisation of changing territorial units and thematic
harmonisation and combination of heterogeneous spatial sources. Furthermore, the
so-called “Eurostat oriented” strategy was suggested to be replaced by another
strategy that could be named “EEA oriented”, where all the data would be transformed
into a grid and integrated on this basis (Grasland et al, 2006).
The terms of reference for the ESPON 2013 DB project already emphasized the need
towards a different way of data integration, where socioeconomic information were
put into smaller units comparable to those used for environmental or natural data.
The analysis of different experiences of data integration worldwide (Deichmann et al,
2001; Gallego, 2001; Nordhaus, 2006) led to the conclusion that the best way to
downscale socioeconomic data and make them comparable with other kind of data, is
using a regular grid structure, in which each cell takes a figure of the indicator or
variable. Moreover, recent territorial cohesion policies derived from the Territorial
Agenda 2020 have highlighted the importance for a place-based approach and
territorialisation of policies (Zaucha, 2013), which can benefit from spatial data
integration like the one applied under the ESPON M4D project by the UAB.
Another important key fact with regard to the methodology described in this technical
report was the release of the GEOSTAT 2006 population grid1. It was an initiative from
the European Forum for Geostatistics and Eurostat, through the GEOSTAT project,
published in April 2012. It is a one square kilometre gridded dataset containing
population figures for the year 2006. It integrates data from national grid initiatives
and, wherever this has not been possible, the European disaggregated dataset
produced by the Austrian Institute for Technology (AIT) by means of detailed
datasets, such as a Soil Sealing layer at 30x30m resolution.
To conclude the presentation section, an introduction to OLAP should be made. Online
Analytical Processing is a computer-based technique to answer multi-dimensional
analytical queries swiftly. OLAP tools enable users to analyse multidimensional data
interactively from multiple perspectives. It experienced a strong growth in the late
90s, but it had been mainly applied to business data in the search for business
intelligence. The application of such technique to social and geographical information
1

http://www.efgs.info/data/GEOSTAT_Grid_POP_2006_1K
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as shown in this technical report is rather innovative and provides added value to the
integration of data by means of a grid. Moreover, integrating such technique in a web
tool, to facilitate querying the database to any kind of user is also an asset of the
methodology that has been implemented during the ESPON M4D by the UAB, which
has lead to the delivery of different OLAP Cubes and an online webtool to query them.
All the technical details with regard to the methodology implemented and results
obtained is included in these pages.
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Background and introductory concepts

The methodology and results achieved under the ESPON M4D project by the UAB
started within the former ESPON 2013 Database project, in which the basis for the
methodology was set up. Under M4D the methodology has evolved, several OLAP
Cubes have been build up at different scales and an online webtool has been
developed in order to facilitate the querying of the Cubes in an interactive, more userfriendly manner.
Under the ESPON 2013 DB project the UAB assumed the challenge of “combining
socio-economic data measured for administrative zoning (NUTS level) and
environmental data defined on a regular grid (like Corine Land cover)”. The ESPON
2006 program had developed some indicators in which the environmental data was
transposed to NUTS division by means of GIS tools, in order to make them
comparable to socioeconomic data. The results from this integration strategy, not
always convincing, make clear the necessity of implementing a new integration
process based on grid methods as it was said in the tender of the ESPON 2013
Database project and by the Modifiable Areal Unit Problem study:
Modifiable Areal Unit Problem (ESPON 3.4.3)
The MAUP study, in its chapter 4 “Exploration of gridding methods”, highlighted the
integration of heterogeneous databases as one of the most promising application of
gridding methods for ESPON.
Two potential fields of applications were distinguished for gridding methods:


Time harmonisation of changing territorial units.

“The use of grid help to build an harmonised territorial framework where all changing
territorial divisions are harmonised and can further be used for the analysis of time
variation” MAUP study (ESPON 3.4.3)


Thematic harmonisation and combination of heterogeneous spatial
sources.

The ESPON 2006 integration strategy, called “Eurostat oriented” by MAUP study,
based on transferring all the information that it is not delivered on the basis of
administrative units (NUTS 2 or NUTS 3) toward administrative units, was questioned,
and the use of a new strategy was proposed.
“Information of good quality (as CLC) is therefore transformed into information of bad
quality when projected in spatial units which are not adapted” MAUP study (ESPON
3.4.3).
“ “Eurostat oriented” strategy could be replaced by another strategy that could be
called the “EEA oriented” where all data would be transformed into grid and integrated
on this basis” MAUP study (ESPON 3.4.3).
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Existing experiences
At the very beginning, a literature review was made in order to support the best
decision on the methodology to be implemented. The following examples show
different approaches in which a regular grid structure was used as a common data
integrator:


“A Downscaled Population Density Map of the EU from Commune Data and
Land Cover Information” by Javier Gallego, JRC-ISPRA.

A combination of commune population data with Corine Land Cover to produce an EUwide grid with 1 ha resolution of downscaled population density2.


G-Econ Research project of the University of Yale to develop a geophysically
based data set on economic activity.

Estimation of gross output at a 1-degree longitude by 1-degree latitude resolution at a
global scale for virtually all terrestrial grid cells based on spatial rescaling settled on
proportional allocation3.


FARO-EU (Foresight Analysis of Rural areas Of Europe)

The project is aimed to analyse Rural Development in Europe by analysing patterns
and trends of a selection of territorial indicators specific for rural areas within a Spatial
Regional Reference Framework4.


“Transforming Population Data for Interdisciplinary Usages: From census
to grid” by Deborah Balk & Greg Yetman from Columbia University.

Creation of the Gridded Population of the World (GPW) data base implementing a
proportional allocation of population from administrative units to grid cells5.
The objectives established in the tender of the ESPON 2013 DB, the MAUP study
results and recommendations, the bibliography research on existing methodologies
and our experience at the UAB, as European Topic Centre on Land Use and Spatial
Information, supporting the EEA in monitoring the land use/land cover change in
Europe and analyzing the environmental consequences; lead us to the conclusion that
the best way to downscale socioeconomic data and make them comparable with other
kind of data, is using a regular grid structure, in which each cell takes a figure of
the indicator or variable.

2

http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/portal/page/portal/research_methodology/documents/S14P3_JAVIER_GALLEGO_DO
WNSCALED_POPULATION_DENSITY.pdf
3
“New Metrics for Environmental Economics: Gridded Economic Dats” by William D. Nordhaus.
http://www.oecd.org/dataoecd/44/7/37117455.pdf
4
www.faro-eu.org
5
http://sedac.ciesin.columbia.edu/gpw-v2/GPWdocumentation.pdf
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The 1 km2 European Reference Grid
The 1st Workshop on European Reference Grids6 was organized by the Joint Research
Centre of the European Commission following a request of the EEA and the request of
the INSPIRE Implementing Strategies Working Group that recommended the
adaptation of a Europe-wide reference grid to facilitate the management and analyses
of spatial information. The interest of the creation of a common coordinate reference
system and a common equal-area grid to represent EU and Pan-Europe was also
expressed by the National Statistical Institutes.
In this way, the European Reference Grid (ERG) was born, usign a standard European
projection system (ETRS89-LAEA 52N 10E) and having a spatial resolution of 1 km2.
ERG has become an European standard dataset, broadly used by all the European
institutions and research centres.
Therefore, taking into account this recommendations and our experience under some
EEA projects such as LEAC (Land and Ecosystem Accounting), we proposed to
disaggregate socioeconomic data into the 1 km2 European Reference Grid7, as it is
the way in which valuable data for the ESPON projects, such as the Corine Land Cover
datasets, are stored as well.

GEOSTAT Population Grid

In April 2012, an initiative from the European Forum for Geostatistics and Eurostat,
through the GEOSTAT project, led to the publication of a gridded population dataset,
with a 2006 time stamp. It is a one square kilometre (1 km2) gridded dataset
containing population figures for the year 2006. It integrates data from national grid
initiatives and, wherever this has not been possible, the European disaggregated
dataset produced by the Austrian Institute for Technology (AIT8). This results into an
integrated single population grid dataset.

6

http://eusoils.jrc.ec.europa.eu/projects/alpsis/Docs/ref_grid_sh_proc_draft.pdf
http://dataservice.eea.europa.eu/dataservice/metadetails.asp?id=760
8
Austrian Institute for Technology
7

8

Figure 1. GEOSTAT Population Grid 1 km2 (2006)
The added-value of this dataset compared to the former JRC 2001 population grid is
the improvement in the population disaggregation phase, made for some countries at
national level (AT, FI, FR, SE, DK, PL, EE, ES, SI, NL, NO, UK, PT) and, for the rest, at
European level by AIT, by means of detailed datasets, such as the Soil Sealing layer.
The GEOSTAT 2006 Population grid can be used by any user within the user’s own
organisation, but there are some restrictions regarding its use for commercial
purposes and its dissemination to third parties.
The GEOSTAT 2006 population grid has become the main ancillary data for the
disaggregation process of socioeconomic data, as it will be further detailed in the
methodological chapter.
The next section describes the methodology that has been defined and carried out
throughout the project, which has resulted in the creation of different ESPON OLAP
Cubes, a user manual on how to use them and a webtool aimed at facilitating the
querying of OLAP Cubes and obtaining prompt and nice charts and maps out of them.
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Methodology description

The methodological process in order to build up the ESPON OLAP Cubes can be
described in two main phases:
- Data integration within the ERG
- OLAP Cube creation

In figure 4, a general schema of data preparation for integration within an OLAP
database is shown.

Figure 2. General schema of data processing for OLAP integration
In order to combine socioeconomic data with other types of datasets within an OLAP
database, the 1 km2 European Reference Grid (ERG), adopted by several European
stakeholders at the First Workshop on European Reference Grids (JRC-IES-LMU-ESDI,
2003), is used as the common integrator layer. This means, in the end, that each
single grid cell must store a single figure for each variable, either numeric or
alphanumeric.
As it can be seen in figure 1, in the end the ERG will store all types of information, so
that they can be compared on a cell-by-cell basis.

Figure 3. The 1 km2 European Reference Grid will hold both environmental
and socioeconomic information
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Actually, depending on the nature of the dataset or variable, we distinguish:
- Geographic dimensions: they define the geographical unit each cell belongs to
(NUTS region, LUZ, UMZ, biogeographical unit, etc.)
- Thematic dimensions: they define a physical characteristic of a grid cell, such
as land cover type.
- Measures: they are numeric variables which can be aggregated by any
combination of the data dimensions available in the system. They are surface
units (e.g. hectares)
but also
socioeconomic
figures
(population,
unemployment, GDP...).
Depending on the type of dataset different procedural steps are applied in order to
integrate them within the ERG. These methods are defined in the next section.

3.1

Integration methods

As for geographic dimensions, an overlay (intersection) between the dimension and
the 1 km2 ERG is undertaken, in order to give each grid cell a single feature code (e.g.
a NUTS3 code, a LUZ code, etc.). Aiming at avoiding coastal discrepancies, some
dimensions, such as NUTS regions, are previously submitted to spatial extension
processes generating proximity layers.
Layer of 1km2 European Reference Grid

Layer of NUTS3

INTERSECT

NUTS3 REGION

GRIDCODE

ES513

E3599N2106 20020800

LLEIDA

INDEX

Resulting layer

GRIDCODE

INDEX

NUTS3 REGION

E3599N2106 20020800 ES513

LLEIDA

Figure 4. Example of the intersection process
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In the case of different geographic units overlaying one cell, a maximum area criterion
is applied:
Maximum area criteria: the cell takes the value of the unit which covers most of the
cell area. It should be a good option for uncountable variables.

Taking into account that some thematic layers have a higher resolution than 1 km2
(e.g. Corine Land Cover is available at 100 m2 resolution), the combination of such
information is carried out at 100 m2. In this way, it is possible to store, for instance,
the different land cover classes and their surfaces for each grid cell. The grid cell index
(unique identifier for each grid cell) might appear duplicated in the resulting output
table, as many times as different land cover classes exist within the square kilometre.
Geographic dimensions will have their code repeated as well:

Figure 5. Example of unique combination of units within a grid cell
When it comes to socioeconomic data, typically stored by NUTS3, the main
challenge is how to disaggregate such figures and get a single value for each cell. In
order to do so, population has been used as an ancillary variable. With the release
of the GEOSTAT 2006 population grid, high quality 2006 population figures are
available at 1 km2 resolution. That valuable information is used to redistribute
population figures at NUTS3 level for the time series 1990-2011 (compiled by ESPON
M4D) proportionally to the distribution of population in 2006. When doing so, figures
by each grid cell are a proxy of the actual value, but they compensate each other
when grid cells are aggregated back to show the result of a query, which always
should be done by a bigger reporting unit (NUTS3, LUZ, UMZ...). The rest of
socioeconomic variables, such as GDP/capita or unemployment are redistributed in
the same way, weighting the figures by population in each grid cell. In this way, those
figures can be aggregated back in a query, despite the different NUTS breakdowns or
geometries involved (urban delimitations, administrative levels, etc.).
In this case, a proportional and weighted calculation is applied for each cell:
Proportional and weighted calculation: the cell takes an proportionally calculated
value by area, but this value is weighted for each cell, according to an external
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variable (e.g. population). This method is applied to improve the territorial distribution
of a socioeconomic indicator. For instance, a GDP indicator is redistributed by 1 km 2
grid and weighted by the population figures of each cell (coming from the GEOSTAT
database).
Cell value = Wc Σ ( Vi * Sharei )

2
15%

Wc

Where: Vi = Value of unit i
1
85%

Sharei = Share of unit i within the cell
Wc = weight assigned to cell c
In the example: Wc * (V1 * 0.85 + V2 * 0.15)

In the example above, the weighting figure corresponds to the share of population
living in that grid cell. In this way, a single figure for each socioeconomic variable is
calculated by each unique grid cell.
Once the data dimensions and measures have been overlaid with the ERG and each
grid cell has a single figure for each variable (or more, in the case of Corine Land
Cover), then it is possible to join all the information in a unique OLAP database. In
order to build it up, a star schema has been selected. It is composed by one fact
table and one dictionary table for each geographical or thematic dimension.

Figure 6. Example of the selected star schema

The fact table stores, in the end, all the data dimensions (geographic and thematic)
and all the variable measures. They are all referred to a unique identifier for each grid
cell. Whenever different land cover classes occur in a single grid cell, the cell code and
geographic codes appear as many times as different CLC classes exist. As for
measures (numeric values) they are distributed proportionally to the area share of
each grid cell piece:
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Figure 7. Schema of OLAP fact table built-up
The dictionary tables store the description of a specific dimension (e.g. NUTS
names). They are put into relation with the fact table by means of the dimension
codes.
Once the fact and dictionary tables are built, then the OLAP database (also named
OLAP cube, as a shortcut for multidimensional) is ready to be created.

3.2

OLAP Cubes creation

Once the fact and dictionary tables are ready, they can be integrated within a single
OLAP (Online Analytical Processing) database or cube.
The OLAP technology9 use a multidimensional data model, allowing complex analytical
and ad-hoc queries with a rapid execution time. This solution facilitates the integrated
analysis of several types of geographic and statistical data to users with or without
GIS knowledge.
OLAP (Online Analytical Processing) is a computer-based technique to answer multidimensional analytical queries swiftly. OLAP tools enable users to analyse
multidimensional data interactively from multiple perspectives. It experienced a
strong growth in the late 90s, but it had been mainly applied to business data in the
search for business intelligence. The application of such techniques to social and
geographical information is rather innovative and provides added value to the
integration of data by means of a grid.
The OLAP database (also called Cube, as for being multidimensional) is created by
means of Microsoft SQL Analysis Services 2000. The resulting product is a .CUB file
that can be queried using Microsoft Excel or an online connection to a remote server.
A User Manual (annex x) has also been produced to allow users to connect to and
query the OLAP database.

9

Some OLAP information resources:
1- http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Online_analytical_processing
2- http://www.cs.sfu.ca/CC/459/han/papers/chaudhuri97.pdf
3- http://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cubo_OLAP
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In this way, users are able to ask some questions taking into account the different
socioeconomic, thematic and geographic variables integrated within the database. For
example, having the GDP and CLC changes in the ESPON OLAP cube, we could
analyse which land cover flows occur by different GDP ranges, and, in the end, get
the results on a NUTS3, NUTS2 or country (NUTS0) basis.
As mentioned, those OLAP Cubes can be queried by means of Microsoft Excel through
a dynamic table, allowing the user to choose what dimensions appear as rows or
columns and which measures will be shown as values after the query. In this way, the
user can swiftly get results like the example in figure 4.

Figure 8. Sample result of an OLAP Cube query within MS Excel

Section 4 shows the results derived from the implementation of the OLAP technology,
including the different OLAP Cubes created under ESPON M4D, plus an advanced web
tool to query those OLAP Cubes through a simple web browser.
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3.2.1

Specificities of the Urban OLAP Cube

This section details some of the aspects that concerned the creation of the Urban
ESPON OLAP Cube. In this case, it was decided to build up an OLAP Cube for the
urban areas at a higher resolution than the regular ESPON OLAP Cube for Europe. This
fact means that the integration grid has a 100m*100m (1 hectare) cell size instead of
the “classical” 1 km2.
Input data
The data to be processed and included in the ESPON Urban OLAP Cube was mainly EU
based datasets that characterizes cities by its morphology, uses, cover and structure,
among others. Those include:







Urban Morphological Zones (UMZ) 2000
Morphological Urban Areas (MUAs)
Functional Urban Areas (FUAs)
Large Urban Zones (LUZ) 2004
Large Urban Zones (LUZ) 2012
Urban Atlas10 2006 and update 2012

Additionally, it was decided to include administrative boundaries as LAU2 (Local
Administrative Units 2 - GISCO) and population data using GEOSTAT 2006 Population
grid.
The input data have different extents and resolution, some covers the Atlantic
Portuguese and Spanish islands and others not, most layers have 100 meters
resolutions, except for Urban Atlas raster (10 meters resolution) and GEOSTAT
Population (1km2). For that reason different quality checks, firstly, and data
harmonization, afterwards, have been carried out in order to be able to combine the
different datasets correctly.
Quality check and harmonization
Data have been treated in a way that no pixels are skipped: The first step consists on
harmonizing data by grouping it by resolution. All 100 meters resolution layers were
snapped into the main layer Urban Atlas and then ‘No Data’ zones were converted to
zero, so that when applying the “combine” tool no pixels are left behind. Data cover
different extents and zones and when ‘no data’ is present in a shared/overlapping
area no combine is done, so a value must be present.
Population raster at 1km2 resolution was integrated in the “combine” as it is so no
harmonization is needed as the pixel borders were correctly aligned with all other
input rasters.
The struggling point comes when trying to harmonize Urban Atlas due to its resolution
(10 m) which increased the processing time of each step and sometimes the results
were not fully correct as the software used (ArcGIS 10.1) got some outputs corrupted.
Although the big effort and huge time spent treating 10m resolution data, Urban Atlas
was integrated in two steps. First, UA 2006 was included in the “combine” and,
10

http://land.copernicus.eu/local/urban-atlas
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afterwards, another “combine” was done with the UA 2012 updates. The urban zones
outside urban atlas were included afterwards, as it was impossible to deal with Urban
Atlas ‘No Data’ areas and convert them into zero.
In order to pre-process the data to be included in the final “combine”, the third one, it
was needed to create a mask with presence/absence of urban atlas classes 2006 or
2012. The first step was reclassifying both UA 2006 and UA 2012 ‘Nodata’ to 1 and
UA classes to ‘Nodata’. Afterwards, mosaicking both masks into a single one to have a
final presence/absence raster was needed. The time spent was huge due to the extent
to be covered.
Combination of input data
As mentioned before, the “combine” process had to be done in three steps, first by
combining all urban layers and LAU2 at 100m with UA 2006 and Population grid; the
second “combine” the same, but using the UA 2012 update instead; and, finally, the
third and last one using all urban layers, LAU2, Population raster and the 10m mask
with the zones outside UA 2006 and 2012. The “combines” were done always at 10m
resolution. The 1km EEA reference grid was included as well because each population
pixel should have and ID in order to be distributed within the correct area of urban
fabric within its zone.
To merge all “combines” in a final table the tool “append” (access/sql server) was
executed twice, using the first “combine” table as the main one, and adding the
second and third ones to the end.
Population was distributed among the continuous and discontinuous urban fabric
Urban Atlas classes present within that 1 km2 grid cell. This process assumes that
population is located in urban fabric zones. In areas outside Urban Atlas the
population was distributed according to the amount of area covered.
To reduce the amount of rows and enhance the performance avoiding replicated
values, the output table was summarized by all columns using a “group by” in MS
Access, except for the population column that had to be added.
The final table was inserted into MS SQL Server 2003 database and then the Cube
was built in MS SQL Analysis Services Projects database with the following
characteristics:

Dimensions:
LAU2
UMZ 2000
MUA
FUA
LUZ 2004
LUZ 2012
Urban Atlas 2006-12

Measures:
Population UMZ 2000
Area
Population 2006

Calculated Members:
Area in Hectares

For each dimension a definition table was constructed with the respective code and a
description to be displayed further on.
A final quality check was done comparing the real areas with the areas calculated. It is
very important to check that all the definition tables have their corresponding values
in the main fact table. Otherwise, they would not be correctly added.
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Difficulties
During the processing steps several difficulties were found, mainly related to the size
of the input datasets. Both 2006 and 2012 Urban Atlas rasters at 10 meters resolution
are extremely big datasets that take a lot of time for each of the steps, when it is
needed to harmonize them and create a sub-product. When making a data mosaic,
needed to have both UA together, or even to create the mask including the zones
outside UA, or reclassifying UA and exporting to other raster; each of these processes
always took too much time. Additionally, due to an ArcGIS bug, pyramids are always
created when using “mosaic” or “mosaic to new raster”, and it was very difficult to
find a workaround within ArcGIS 10.1.
During quality check of outputs, when rasters were at 10 m resolution, ArcGIS spent
between 3-5 minutes each, only to complete the display of the raster.
The next table shows approximate processing times, to get an idea of how costly the
processing was:
Display of rasters 10 m
3-5 minutes each time
Reclassify of 10 m rasters at EU 1h 30 to 2h
extent
Mosaic to new raster (masks)
2h to 3h
Mosaic or reclassify with pyramids
More than 2 days
Combine with 8/9 layers
5h
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3.2.2

Specificities of the Neighbourhood OLAP Cube

To be completed with inputs from UNEP/GRID
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4

Results
4.1

ESPON OLAP Cubes

Different OLAP Cubes can be created according to the user needs, including chosen
data dimensions and measures, if they have been prepared for OLAP integration as
explained in the previous section.
In the context of the ESPON M4D, three types of OLAP Cubes have been created.
 ESPON OLAP Cube : it covers the entire ESPON area, holding different
geographic dimensions plus Corine Land Cover and
main socioeconomic
variables. This Cube has been updated several times during the project. The
working resolution is 1 km2.
 ESPON Urban OLAP Cube : it covers urban areas (i.e. LUZ coverage) and it
holds all the different urban delineations, plus population and Urban Atlas as
land cover information. The working resolution is 100 m2.
 ESPON Neighbourhood OLAP Cube : it covers the Neighbouring areas of the
ESPON space (those of the ESPON ITAN project). It includes SNUTS
geometries, Globcover information, population, GDP and unemployment. The
working resolution is 1 km2.
These are the contents of each of the OLAP Cubes developed under ESPON M4D :
ESPON OLAP Cube (version 6.0)
The last update of the ESPON OLAP Cube was delivered in June 2013 and focused on
urban geographical dimensions and the newest population statistics. Its content is:
Measures:
-

Area in hectares
GDP 2000 Million Euros
GDP 2003 Million Euros
GDP 2006 Million Euros
GDP 2009 Million Euros
Population 2000 thousand
Population 2003 thousand
Population 2006 thousand
Population 2009 thousand

inhabitants
inhabitants
inhabitants
inhabitants

Thematic dimensions:
-

CLC00 Hierarchical
CLC06 Hierarchical
CLC90 Hierarchical
Land Cover Flows 1990-2000
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- Land Cover Flows 2000-2006
- Land Cover Flows 2000-2006
Geographic dimensions:
-

Nuts 1999 code
Nuts 1999 name
Nuts 2003 code
Nuts 2003 name
Nuts 2006 code
Nuts 2006 name
Nuts 2010 code
Nuts 2010 name
Functional Urban Areas (FUA)
Morphological Urban Areas (MUA )
Urban Morphological Zones (UMZ)
Large Urban Zones (LUZ)

ESPON Urban OLAP Cube (version 2.0)
The last update of the Urban OLAP Cube was delivered in June 2014. It includes the
following content:
Measures:
- Area in hectares
- Population 2006
Thematic dimensions:
- Urban Atlas 2006
- Urban Atlas 2012
Geographic dimensions:
-

LAU2 2008
LUZ 2004
LUZ 2012
FUA
MUA
UMZ 2000
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ESPON Neighbourhood OLAP Cube (version 1.0)
This OLAP Cube was delivered in June 2014, with the input from UNEP/GRID
(University of Geneva), who has processed Globcover and the socioeconomic variables
for the entire neighbourhood space. Its contents are:
Measures:
- Population 2000
- GDP 2010
- Employment 2007
Thematic dimensions:
- GLobcover 2004
- Globcover 2009
Geographic dimensions:
- SNUTS 2012

Next table summarises the contents of the three updated OLAP Cubes, as main result
for data integration through the grid, under ESPON M4D:

Resolution

ESPON OLAP Cube
(v6)
1 km2

ESPON Urban OLAP
Cube (v2)

ESPON
Neighbourhood
OLAP Cube (v1)

100 m

2

1 km2

Geographic
dimensions

Thematic dimensions

Measures

NUTS 1999,
NUTS 2003,
NUTS 2006,
NUTS 2010,
LUZ, FUA, MUA,
UMZ

CLC00 Hierarchical, CLC06
Hierarchical, CLC90
Hierarchical, Land Cover Flows
1990-2000, Land Cover Flows
2000-2006, Land Cover Flows
2000-2006

Area in hectares, GDP 2000, GDP
2003, GDP 2006, GDP 2009,
Population 2000, Population
2003, Population 2006,
Population 2009

LAU2 2008, LUZ
2004, LUZ 2012,
FUA, MUA,
UMZ 2000

Urban Atlas 2006

Area in hectares, Population
2006

SNUTS 2012

GLobcover 2004, Globcover
2009

Population 2000, GDP 2010,
Employment 2007
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4.1

ESPON OLAP Cubes user-oriented scenarios

The objective of this section is showing some examples of particular applications or
questions that can be solved by means of one of the ESPON OLAP Cubes that have
been prepared under ESPON M4D. To be completed
User case #1 : Can we build up a time series between 2000 and 2009 on population
and GDP reported by NUTS level 1 (2010) ?
Database to be used : ESPON OLAP Cube
Advantages : Using the Cube we overcome the problem of different NUTS breakdowns
when dealing with long time series.
In this first case, we are going to use the OLAP Webtool. We make the following
query :
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We have selected to get table and charts:

All the time series are complete:
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User case #2 : Which is the Land Cover (Urban Atlas) of the UMZ in France ?
Database to be used : ESPON Urban OLAP Cube
Advantages : OLAP Cubes facilitate interoperability between the different urban
delineations.
By means of Excel, we make the following query :

Result of the query :
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We get the area of Urban Atlas land cover classes in hectares for each French UMZ
(blank lines mean that UA is not covering such UMZs).
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User case #3 : Which was the population in 2006 for each Functional Urban Area in
the UK?
Database to be used : ESPON Urban OLAP Cube
Advantages : OLAP Cubes facilitates populating databases with external datasets (in
this case, population is added to FUAs)
By means of Excel, we make the following query :
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Result of the query:

We get the population figures (2006) for each FUA in the UK.
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User case #4 : Neighbourhood case (to be finished when Cube ready)
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5

ESPON OLAP Webtool

Although querying OLAP Cubes with MS Excel is not complicated, once you get the
result of the query producing charts or maps out of it is not straight-forward and
specific knowledge is needed. Therefore, the ESPON OLAP Webtool was created with
the aim of facilitating the querying of OLAP Cubes for the different users and
producing maps and charts in an easy way.
Currently, the tool can be used through this link : http://158.109.174.100/webbi/
The webtool has had different improvements since it was launched. Although it
currently allows the user to query only the ESPON OLAP Cube (ESPON space one), it is
prepared for the possibility to choose amongst different potential OLAP Cubes :

Figure 9. Window to select the OLAP Cube within the ESPON OLAP Cube
Viewer
The web tool is used to query an OLAP Cube through a simple web interface, by
choosing the data dimensions and measures the user wants to see:
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Figure 10. Screenshot of the OLAP web tool homepage
The user only has to select a spatial dimension, a thematic one and a measure
(socioeconomic variable) to produce a query. He can also choose which outputs will be
obtained after the query is launched (map, table and/or charts).
The selection of a spatial dimension can be refined by selecting just some elements :
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Figure 11. Subselection of spatial dimensions in the webtool
Results are shown at the same time in a table, chart and/or map, depending on user’s
selection:

Figure 12. Map, table and charts displayed after a query
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Figure 13. Screenshots of the OLAP web tool results after a query

Figure 14. Example of output from the webtool without map
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Figure 15. Example of output from the webtool without table

The results obtained via web tool can be exported as PDF files.
Technology of the OLAP webtool
The cube viewer has been built using a number of free software technologies, making
possible to re-use the application for different thematic areas. This approach also
encourages improvements and customizations from any interested party. In this way,
the tool has filled an important gap in the software field, as no comparable open
source tool is currently available in the market.
The main technologies used on the project are:
 PostgreSQL + PostGIS, as spatially-enabled relational database management
system.
 GeoMondrian and Spatial-OLAP server.
 OpenLayers javascript library in order to provide map visualization and
navigation.
 ExtJS and GeoExt in order to build the user interface.
 GeoTools and JTS for geographic data processing and delivering.
 Olap4j, which provides a uniform programming access (API) to different OLAP
servers
 JFreeChart, used to generate charts.
Note that all those applications and libraries are open source technologies.
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6

Conclusion and further developments

The methodology and results presented in this technical report respond to a need for
data integration within the ESPON context, useful for analysing territorial development
and cohesion in Europe. They might also be helpful in the framework of
territorialisation and place-based approaches of different sectorial policies, as they
allow integrating and analysing spatial data together with socioeconomic figures.
Although it has not been tested for policy-making purposes, the OLAP approach
presented might be useful for spatial planning and spatial monitoring at different
scales.
Furthermore, this methodology overcomes several classical problems, like working
with different NUTS breakdowns or the combination of thematic with administrative
and socioeconomic data. It should be stated that the purpose of this method it is not
getting detailed disaggregated datasets, but using disaggregation as an intermediate
process to combine data, and being able to query them to get sound results in a fast
way that might help to analyse trends or facts regarding territorial and social
development. Nevertheless, the better disaggregated datasets are built up in Europe,
or the better disaggregation techniques can be applied, the better will be the OLAP
database produced.
Some key conclusions are summarised in the next bullet points:


Disaggregating socioeconomic data by a regular grid is the best solution in
order to downscale such information reported by administrative areas.



The 1 km European Reference Grid is a good option to undertake the
disaggregation because:
o

It has an European coverage

o

It follows Inspire specifications

o

It is used for several institutions as the reference grid

o

Its resolution is optimal in order not to lose data precision



For uncountable data (non-numeric values), the best aggregation method is the
“maximum area criterion”.



The “proportional and weighted” aggregation method is the one that gives
better results, plus some added value to the downscaling. Using disaggregated
population as ancillary variable is a good approach to disaggregate
socioeconomic figures.



The different methods are independent from the source data format and can be
applied to vector and raster format.



The OLAP methodology helps to overcome the problem of managing different
NUTS breakdowns, as everything is referred to the grid, which never changes
over time.



This methodology allows the integration of socio-economic, thematic and
geographic data in a unique database, which facilitates the querying and
analysis of such data together.
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The benefits of having the ESPON OLAP Cube built up has been proven,
although the pre-processing and data selection steps take quite a long time and
resources. Furthermore, once the Cube is ready, it is not possible for the users
to add data dynamically.



The ESPON OLAP Webtool facilitates the usage of OLAP Cubes for non-expert
users.

There are several improvements and future implementations which are possible in
order to make this methodological approach and derived products and tools improve
and grow up in the future. We list below some of them:
a) Methodological improvements: Some aspects that have to be deeply analysed
are:
- Treatment of administrative units with no data values.
- Differences between geographical extents, for example between NUTS
divisions and Corine Land Cover (e.g. different coastlines).
- Improvement of the disaggregation performance in terms of time and
manageability of the final layer.
- General improvements on performance, especially for large layers when
working at high resolution.
- Calculation of standard errors introduced by the disaggregation methods.
b) Follow-up of the EFGS: It might
outcomes of the European Forum
proposed method and upcoming
population grid 2012 is expected to

be very useful to keep following up the
for Geostatistics11 in order to contrast the
gridded datasets. For instance, a new
be available.

c) Usage of new datasets: the recent availability of high quality datasets, such as
the population historical time-series database at LAU2 level, produced by DG
Regio will definitely be a step forward on data integration at local level, where
the OLAP methods defined in this technical report may pay an important role.
d) Integration within the ESPON Database: In the future, a major integration of
the different ESPON tools is expected. It should be well analysed the most
suitable solution to integrate grid data in the ESPON toolbox and to make the
ESPON OLAP Cube available to users through a common ESPON portal or
interface. The possible integration of the ESPON OLAP Webtool within the
ESPON toolbox should also be discussed and further developed in the future.

11

http://www.efgs.info/
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Annex 1 – ESPON OLAP Cube User Manual
This Annex is aimed at explaining how to query the ESPON OLAP Cube file by means
of the default PivotTable application included in MS Excel 2003 and 2010.
An OLAP Cube can be queried online and offline. So far, the online connection has
not been implemented. In order to use the cube, a single file .CUB, which works
offline, has been provided.
The .CUB file can be connected to and queried from Microsoft Excel with a few steps
detailed in the following pages:
MICROSOFT EXCEL 2003


Select “Pivot Table…” in the Data Menu
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Select “External data source”12 and Pivot Table as report type



Click on “Get Data…”



Go to “OLAP Cubes” Tab. Choose <New Data Source>. Click OK

12

In this case, “external data source” means that the data we are going to build the pivot table from is not coming from an Excel sheet,
but from an “external” data source. In our case, this external data source is the .CUB file, i.e. the ESPON OLAP Cube.
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Write down a name for your connection. Choose “MS OLE DB Provider for OLAP
Services 8.0 (note: this component should be installed in order to connect to an
OLAP Cube). Click Connect… button.



Choose Cube file, and browse and choose the .cub file in your computer. Click
Finish.
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Click OK



Choose the connection just created. Click OK



Click “Next >”
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Choose either a new or existing worksheet. Click Finish.



The Cube is ready!
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MICROSOFT EXCEL 2010
Select “Connections” in the Data Menu

Then, select “Add” and in the next window “Browse for More…”
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In the window search for the folder where you have your .cub file…

Select it and click “Open”

Select how you want to view the data.
The default is as Pivot Table Report
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The Cube is ready to be used!
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How to query the Cube


Drag & Drop dimensions (e.g. Nuts 3 Code 06) in the Row Area



Drag & Drop measures (e.g. GDP M€ 06) in the Data Area
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Drag &Drop other measures (e.g. CLC06 hierarchical Level 1) in the Column Area

In Excel 2010, you drag to the areas below the fields list:
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In case of using Microsoft Excel 2010 64 bits, you should use the specific Cube
created for MS Excel 2010, and simply drag & drop the .cub file to an Excel
spreadsheet.
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